The AF technology establishes a new industry benchmark and has proven, thanks to its functionality and reliability, very appreciated by customers.

ABB now complements its 3-pole contactor offering with 4-pole contactors, turning a complete range into a great offer.

www.abb.com/connecttocontrol
Reliability where and when most needed

ABB’s 4-pole contactor range is a complement to the already appreciated family of 3-pole AF contactors and motor protection equipment. Unmatched performance in a variety of applications and environments has made the AF contactors well-appreciated by customers throughout the world. The AF technology handles voltage fluctuations that sometimes arise from unstable power supplies. With 90% fewer variants to handle, you can optimize your logistics and simplify your administration. Furthermore, this makes for a more effective design process from ordering to final implementation. And as always with ABB, you get access to global support. Only one contactor coil is needed to handle the standard voltages of the world (100–250 V AC/DC) and only one company is needed to handle your every concern.

To make the most, you need control. Connect to Control.